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The Sorcerer’s Apprentice. 

Lighting Cues 
 

 
 

Pre set 
Into black out 
 
Lights up to general.  To 70/80% 
 
Intro 
 
Mark comes on mopping and humming. 
 

I am a sorcerer!  
Do you want to see some magic? 
Bubble magic......solid bubbles 
Spiritus bubblica 
 
Does bubble trick 
 
Alright  I am not a sorcerer, I am an apprentice  
Do you know what an apprentice is? 
It is someone who is learning something and I am learning from a 
sorcerer  
Do you know what a sorcerer is ?  
 
It is another name for a wizard or a magician 
 
All his magic and his spells are in here 
That's his book but I am not allowed to open it 
Do you want to see solid water ? 
 
Does cup trick 
Spiritus acquifus 
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It worked, sort of 
The sorcerers always telling me 
M = Pa  plus Pr 
 
I know what it means, but I'm not going to tell you I am going to show 
you. 
You see once I did open his book  
And once I looked inside 
 

Lights up to full. 
 
 
Into scene one  
 
Sorcerer’s voice 
Boy, could you clean the workshop? 
 
 

Apprentice appears at the top of the playboard mopping. 
……………………………………………………………………………….. 

  

About 30mins into the show 
Lighting cue coming up 
 
 
This will work … Spiritus blavaticum Fasticus ………..Worm pops  
                        Out of book.    
                            Apprentice hides 

 
 

                            This is it... Spiritus blavaticum Fasticus 

BANG (party popper goes off) 
 

Lights cross fade to magic state (Green?) 
 

Magic routine with puppet. 
 
 
Water comes out of the pot and sends the apprentice flying. 
 

Mark switch on ripple light 
 
Mark takes the water out of the pot and hangs it up. 
 

When the blue silk fills the front of the stage. 
 
Take out the magic state (green) to blackout  

 



The stage darkens and shadows appear in the water of the boy chasing 
the broom, with fish.  
Finally the sorcerer returns and lifts the apprentice out of the water. 
 

Sorcerer………. Expellar Spiritus 
 
Silks fall down. 

Lights cross fade back to the warm state 
 
Sorcerer says 
How many times did I tell you not to look in my Spell  Book?! 
Sit down. Now tell me have you learned anything today? 
 
 
If you practice and practice and practice you could become 
really good at whatever it is you want to do. You might even 
become a sorcerer  
 
Mark puts a magic hat onto the apprentice. He blows bubbles and makes 
a ball appear that rises magically out of his hands 
 
Mark walks off  

 
Blackout 


